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By Kate Scott

Templar Publishing, United Kingdom, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. It s not easy fitting in at a new school. It s even harder to be yourself. A warm and funny
story about making new friends and being yourself. Perfect for young fans of WONDER and Frank
Cottrell-Boyce. Jack knows LOTS about starting a new school. Since Dad left, he and his mum have
moved house five times. He also knows all about fitting in. The trick is to act exactly like everyone
else and make sure no one ever notices him. But it s hard work trying to be something he isn t and
Jack doesn t have any good friends. That is, until Tyler comes along. Tyler is funny and different
and might be the key to getting Jack to realise that although he is brilliant at pretending to be other
people, the very best thing he can be is . . . JUST JACK.
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ReviewsReviews

Certainly, this is the finest job by any publisher. I was able to comprehended almost everything out of this published e ebook. You wont truly feel monotony
at at any moment of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you question me).
-- Gr a ciela  Em a r d-- Gr a ciela  Em a r d

An exceptional publication and also the typeface applied was fascinating to learn. It normally will not expense excessive. Your life period will be transform
once you comprehensive looking over this pdf.
-- Ra chelle O 'Connell-- Ra chelle O 'Connell
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